INTRODUCTION
In Ref. [l] , Demyanov and Rubinov analyze a general iterative process for minimizing a smooth convex functional f over a bounded convex set 52 in a Banach space. At each stage in this process, the original minimization problem is replaced by a (presumably) simpler problem in which the local linear approximation to f, specified by f's derivative at the current iterate x, in 9, is minimized over 9. Every solution yn of the latter problem yields a descent direction vector P, =Yn-XXn' and the next iterate x,+r is then gotten by moving a certain distance from x, in the direction p, , after which the whole cycle is repeated. Demyanov and Rubinov refer to this procedure as the conditional gradient method and it does indeed resemble the classical gradient method for minimizing f over the entire space X (in the latter case, p, is obtained by minimizing the local linear approximation to f at x, over the unit ball with center x, , as in Kantorovich [2] ). Both methods are formally applicable to nonconvex functionals, however in such cases the resulting iterates may renderf "stationary" in a certain sense [I] without achieving a global minimum over 9.
A precursor of the general conditional gradient method appears in a paper by Prank and Wolfe [3] on quadratic programming problems in finite dimensional spaces. Variants of this basic procedure have since been rediscovered and analyzed by many workers, mainly in the context of optimal control theory (cf. Kelley [4] , Gilbert [5] , Gilbert and Barr [6] , Barr [7] , Barnes [S] , Meyer [9] , Pecsvaradi [IO], Dunn [Ill, Dunn and Kumar [12] , and Kumar [13] ); the method is especially interesting in this setting because it is effective on problems with singular as well as nonsingular solutions [12, 131 , and because the iterated linear minimization subproblem is frequently trivial [l] . From a certain general perspective, the conditional gradient method, like the saddle point seeking process of Brown and Robinson [14] and the stochastic approximation process of Robbins and Monro [15] , is a special type of Mann iteration [16] for computing the fixed points of multivalued operators; from another viewpoint, it is a limiting case of the projected gradient method treated in [l]; finally, it and the projected gradient method are both members of the general class of "feasible direction" methods considered at some length in the recent survey article by Polak [17] .
Step lengths along descent directions p, are traditionally determined by minimizing f over the half line specified by s, and p, , e.g., in the classical gradient method, one puts with while in the case of the conditional gradient method (with .Q bounded), the vector ytz == x, + p, is typically on the boundary of .Q and the line minimization in (2) is therefore replaced by There are two things wrong with this procedure. First, exact solutions for W, in (2) or (3) are usually unattainable and one must then resort to approximate line search techniques. When f is known only in terms of complicated transcendental processes, this may prove to be computationally expensive, as in certain optimal control problems where each evaluation off entails the numerical solution of an initial value problem for a system of ordinary differential equations [12] . The second objection is more subtle: while line minimization is clearly a "locally" optimal strategy in so far as it produces the greatest possible decrease in fat each iteration, given x, andp, , it may be quite far from optimal in securing the greatest decrease in f over many iterations; this is clearly seen in the behavior of the gradient method when the level sets of f resemble highly elongated ellipsoids (see Rosenbrock's "ravine" problem in [I 8, p. 1] and also Luenberger's analysis for quadratic functionals [19] ). For th ese reasons, interest has shifted from line minimization schemes to other more easily implemented step size rules such as those proposed by Goldstein [20] and Armijo [21] for gradient methods, and by Demyanov and Rubinov [I] for conditional gradient methods (see Note 4, Section 2). Although considerably more tractible than line minimization, these rules are still "closed loop" (to use Polak's phrase [I 71) in the sense that step lengths are computed from formulas involving local properties off at x, (and possibly other less accessible global properties as well, e.g., Lipschitz constants). Simplest of all are the "open loop" step size rules which determine admissible sequences {w,} beforehand, i.e., without references to the course of the iteration.
Open loop step size rules of the threshold type have been proposed and analyzed for gradient methods in Hilbert space by Goldstein [22] Polyak [23] and Vainberg [24] . As Polak points out in [17] , a serious difficulty with such rules is that they require information about f which is usually not available (e.g. Lipschitz constants). Dunn [25] investigates gradient processes in Hilbert space with open loop step size constraints
The functionals treated are convex and have continuous and uniformly bounded second derivatives, however strict convexity off is not invoked and it is not necessary to have a value for an upper bound on the spectra off ". Equation (4a) insures that W, will eventually remain below the upper thresholds of Goldstein and Polyak, whatever their values may be, while Eq. (4b) replaces the lower threshold with a weaker implicit restriction on the rate at which (wlz} may converge to 0; the price of abandoning the lower threshold is sublinear convergence. In an early paper, Ermol'ev [26] considers open loop conditional gradient methods with the step size restriction (4) and the descent property constraint (i.e., a step is taken if and only iff is reduced) however the convergence proof given in [26] for these processes is apparently defective. More recently, Bruck [27] investigates still more general iterative processes for a certain type of variational inequality in Hilbert space; his formulation includes open loop versions of gradient and projected gradient processes with step size restrictions similar to (4) . The present article extends the analysis to open loop conditional gradient processes with step size constraints like (4) and functionals f which are smooth, convex, and bounded below on a bounded set Sz in a Banach space.
A principal aim here is to establish conditions on (We} which insure that the corresponding conditional gradient iterate sequence {xn} is "minimizing,"
i.e., lim,,, f (xsa) = info f. It is shown in Section 2 that {x,} is a minimizing sequence if f' is Lipschitz continuous and {w,} C (0, l] satisfies the condition:
in place of (4) . In particular, for the sequence {w,} generated recursively by wn+1 = Wa -(oJ,)'y2; cog =-= 1, (6) it turns out that f(x,) -infof = 0( l/ ) n as 72 -+ cc (a remarkable conclusion, in view of the fact that 0( I/ 71 ) convergence is the best one can expect of the standard closed loop conditional gradient process for certain f's and Q's included in the present formulation; see Note 4). While this result does seem to depend in an essential way on the assumption of Lipschitz continuity forf', it is possibleto establish at least the fact of convergence under the weaker assumption of uniform continuity provided {w,} is confined to a certain proper subclass of the sequences satisfying (6) ; this subclass contains the sequence generated by (6) and the prototypical sequence {l/(n + I)}.
The question of whether the open loop conditional gradient iterates {x,J of Section 2 converge in some sense to the set of minimizing vectors for f is taken up briefly in Section 3.
CONVERGENCE OF THE FUNCTIONAL VALUES f(xJ
In this and the next section, X is a real Banach space with norm, /j . j/ , X* is the dual of X with induced norm, 11 * jj* , (u, V) signifies the action of the linear functional u E X* on the vector w E X, Q is a nonempty bounded convex set in X, f : X -+ R1 is bounded below, convex, and Frechet differentiable, and f' is at least uniformly continuous on Q.
Let Q, denote the set of minimizers off in Q, i.e., Sr, = it E Q If(t) = in,ff>.
At the present level of generality Sz, may be empty, however in any case, 6 E s2, iff -f'(t) falls in the normal cone for Q at [, i.e., iff <f'(s), 6 -u> G 0 (8) for all u E B (cf. Rockafellar [28] , and also [I]). Alternatively, for each .r E Q put
Then by construction, 5 E Q, iff f E T(t), i.e., 5 minimizes f iff 6 is a fixed point point of the set-valued mapping T: Sz --f 2R defined by (9a).
Consider the iterative scheme
with x,, E Q and (w,] a given sequence with range in (0, 11. In one sense, (9b) is a weighted averaging process of the Mann type for constructing fixed points of multivalued operators T, however with T given by (9a), the scheme (9b) becomes an open loop conditional gradient process for f as described in Section 1, and the following questions arise: (a) given x0 E 52 and {w,] C (0, 11, does (9) have a corresponding solution {x~} C Sz beginning at x,, ?, and (b), if {x3 is a solution of (9) , does {f bJ> converge to inf f ?
For convex Q and {w,} C (0, 11, (9) will have solutions (x~} C Q if the linear minimization problem for f '(x) always has solutions in Q, i.e., if T(x) is never empty. This condition is certainly met if Q is weakly compact since the functionals f'(x) are weakly continuous (Q weakly compact also insures that L$ # # since f is weakly lower semicontinuous). On the other hand, once the existence of (xn} is granted, the convergence of {f(x,J) has nothing to do with weak compactness. Moreover, all of the subsequent convergence proofs for {f(x,J} are readily altered to suit a modified version of (9) in which %n is determined by the condition, with 6, > 0 and lim,,, 91 -6 -0; this process always has solutions {x~> for bounded Q (see Note 6). For these reasons, the weak compactness assumption is not invoked until Section 3, where it enters into the analysis at a somewhat deeper level.
With regard to the convergence question for {f(xn)}, two possible lines of approach are apparent. First, one might attempt to establish convergence theorems for {x~} under conditions on T which derive naturally from its relationship to f through (9a), (e.g., conditions of the monotonicity type), and then deduce f (X,J -+ info f from the continuity properties of f. Alternatively, one might establish convergence theorems for {f (x,)> d irectly and then draw conclusions about the convergence of {x~} under various compactness and uniform convexity conditions on Q, as in [l] for closed loop conditional gradient processes. The latter approach turns out to be the more fruitful for open loop conditional gradient processes as well, since the general theory of convergence for (9b) with T multivalued is presently limited to a class of bounded operators satisfying certain conditions of the monotonicity type in a Hilbert space (see Bruck [29] , Rhoades [30] and Dunn [31] ). E ven in Hilbert space, how such conditions might follow from (9a) is evident only for the narrow class of positive definite quadratic functionals [31] . N evertheless certain analytical tools developed for the treatment of (9b) also play a fundamental part in the analysis which follows. Proof. Conditions (11) and (12) , and a straightforward induction give (14) With reference to (13) , choose M so large that ~>M~O<Q<E.
Then (13) and (15) give and therefore
Since E can be arbitrarily small, this means that lim & := 0. Q.E.D. Note 1. The class of sequences {w,} C (0, 11 defined by (12) has (1 \(n + 1)) as its prototype. To see this, write (12b) as follows:
for n 3 1M; a simple induction then yields for n >, M. Thus, every sequence satisfying (12) is bounded above by (C/n> for some constant C, and is bounded below by a sequence which is asymptotically like l/n as n -+ 00. Bruck [29] analyzes the convergence of (9b) for bounded set valued monotone Hilbert space operators and for w, = l/(n + I). Rhoades [30] uses (12b) in his generalization of Bruck's result. THEOREM 1. Let Q be a nonempty closed bounded convex subset of a real Banach space X, and let f : X -+ RI be bounded below and convex, with a uniformly continuous Frechet derivative f '. Furthermore, let {x,} C 52 and {w,,} C (0, I] satisfy (9) and (12) . Then lim,,, f (x,) = inf, f > -co.
Proof. Since f is continuously differentiable and J2 is convex, the mean value 
Given c > 0, choose 77 E D so that f(v) < info f + E. From (9a) and the convexity off, one then obtains, f (7) 2f (4 + <f'bJ, rl -%I> z f (xn) + <f 'c4 Z" -%> and therefore,
Since 6 > 0 is arbitrarily small, (19) and (20) 
Finally (21), (22) , and Lemma 1 given lim,+a,f(x,,) = info f.
Q.E.D. f (x*+1) <f (xn) + <f '(%)> h -Xn> % + &L !I %z -x78 /I2 wn2 (24) (a somewhat coarser inequality can be gotten from (18a) and (21b)). Therefore,
Given E > 0, choose 71 E Q so that f(q) < infnf + E. Then (10a) and the convexity off give (20) , which together with (25) yields
This result and a simple induction produces (23) . Finally if {w,) C (0, 1] satisfies (5) , then lim,,, ,!3n = 0 is immediate from Lemma 1 in [31] . Q.E.D. (27) 0 < r, < i-L W, , (29) for n > 1, and with wn -2/n and ,k$ -4/n as n -+ a~. Moreover, if {On} is any other sequence with range in (0, 11 and if{&} is th e corresponding sequence in (23c), then 0 < Pn < t% * (30) Proof.
The quadratic functiong(w) = (1 -W) /3n + ws2 attains its minimum at w = j&/2. For each n 2 1, put w, = /3,J2 in (23~) to obtain AZ+1 = Pn -(&J2/4; A = 1 (31) for n > 1, and therefore W n+1 = w, -wn2/2; wo = 1 for n > 0, as in (6) . By construction, the solution {/In} of (31) satisfies (23~) with the sequence (w,} in (6) . Both sequences are clearly monotone nonincreasing with range in (0, 11. The inequalities (27) and (28) and the asymptotic properties of W, and rSn are immediate from (6) , (31) , and Lemma 2 of [31] . Since w.
= 1, the inequality (26) gives 0 ,< rl < $L d", consequently B = &L d2 in (23b), and therefore (23a) reduces to (29) Since /?r = fir , the inequality (30) now follows for all n > 1, by induction. Q.E.D. (32) may be derived by minimizing the bound on r,,, given by the right side of (25); compare this with the way u+, is obtained in the proof of Theorem 3, viz., by minimizing the parameter /3,+1 appearing in the sequence of bounds on prs generated by (23) . It is shown in [l] that ~(xJ --inf,f = 0(1/n) is always obtained with (32) when f is convex, and that the convergence is actually linear for certain uniformly convex Q's, provided i~f'(~);i.+ is bounded away from 0 on 9. On the other hand, since (32) is equivalent to line minimization for certain quadratic f's, a result of Cannon and Cullum [32] shows that 0(1/n) convergence is sometimes the best one can obtain with (32) when Q is not uniformly convex. In these cases, one does just as well with the simple open loop rule (6) . nIoreover (6) can be implemented regardless of whether a value for L is known.
AJote 5. The sequence {w,> C (0, l] g enerated by (6) satisfies the condition (12) involved in Theorem 1, e.g., (12a) is immediate from (27) , and (12b) follows from the fact that ( Note 6. If the vector X;Z in (9b) is determined by (10) instead of (9a), then inequality (21a) in the proof of Theorem 1 is replaced by however since 6, > 0 and lim,,, 6, = 0, the remainder of the proof goes through as before. Similarly, if S& is obtained from (10) with 6, = 6w, , then inequality (26) is replaced by something like this does happen if f is lower semicontinuous with respect to a given topology on D C X, since the xA's are then contained in a nested sequence of neighborhoods, N, , of L$ converging downward on Sz, (e.g., let Ed+ 0 monotonically from above, let L(Q) = {x E Q 1 f(x) < inff + EJ, let nk be a strictly increasing integer sequence for which n > nk 3 x, EL(Q), and put N,, = L(E,) for 7tk < it < nk+i; then x, EN, for all n > n, , and N, 1 .f& monotonically). Under these circumstances, every cluster point of a minimizing sequence must lie in L$ . Moreover, if J2 is compact with respect to the topology in question, then Q, is not empty and the cluster point inclusion property implies that every neighborhood of L$ must contain all but finitely many members of a minimizing sequence {xn}, i.e., {xn} must converge to J?$ in the given topology. This result has several simple but interesting consequences for the present development, since the convex functionals f in Section 2 are continuous in the norm topology and lower semicontinuous in the weak topology. Thus, when D is strongly compact, s2, is nonempty and the minimizing sequences {xn} of Section 2 must converge to L$ in the sense that lim,,,{inf,,,, /I x, -y I~} = 0. When 52 is weakly compact, L& is again nonempty and {xn} converges to Sr, in the weak topology. In particular, if Sz, has a single element, f, then {xn} converges to t strongly in the first case and weakly in the second case. Under certain additional conditions of the uniform convexity type on f or J2, a minimizing sequence {x,J may actually converge strongly to a unique minimizer 5 even though Q is only weakly compact [l] .
The foregoing observations do not rest on the particular structure of the conditional gradient method (9) (or (9b)-(lo)), i.e., they apply to any minimizing sequence for f. What more can be said about sequences (xn} produced by (9) ? In the case of certain smooth Hilbert space functionals, the iterate sequences generated by either the classical or projected gradient methods with step size constraints of the type (4) or (5) , are known to converge at least weakly to some 5 E L$ as long as Sz, # $ [25] [27] , however simple counter-examples in R2 show that this need not happen for conditional gradient iterates when .Qf has more than one element, because of the multivalued character of the operator T in (9a). For certain positive semidefinite quadratic functionals with multiple minima, it can be shown that lim+.,{inf,,,o, 11 x, -y II} = 0 when {x,} is generated by (9) with the step size constraints (5) , even though Q, is only weakly compact; how far this conclusion extends into the class of nonquadratic f's is not known at present. Finally, when [ is a unique minimizer off, there is reason to believe that the asymptotic behavior of iterate sequences generated by both open and closed loop conditional gradient methods varies significantly according to whether the operator Tin (9a) is single-valued or multivalued at f (with the former circumstance being the more favorable). On an abstract level, there are certain interesting connections here with the notions of nonsingular and singular extremals proposed by Dunn in [33] for optimal control problems. These and other related points will be treated at length elsewhere.
